Below are the route suggestions that are recommended for navigating through campus:

**APPROACHING THE CAMPUS FROM PARKING LOT A**
If you are approaching the campus from Parking Lot A, use the Kopiko elevator and follow the path to the main level.

**APPROACHING THE CAMPUS FROM PARKING LOT B**
If you are approaching the campus from Parking Lot B, it is easier to park in the designated disabled stalls across Iliahi instead. You would then be on the same level to access most of the buildings on campus.

**APPROACHING THE CAMPUS FROM PARKING LOT C**
If you are approaching the campus from Parking Lot C, the easiest route to take to get to the rest of the main buildings on campus may be to go through the double doors on the bottom floor of Ohia and take the elevator to the second floor. This will place you on the main level of campus.

**ACCESS TO MAILE, MOKIHANA AND MAMANE**
If you are on the main campus and need to go to buildings that front Parking Lot A, the route to take is to go to Kopiko and take the elevator to the second floor. Turn right, and follow the sidewalk to access paths to Maile, Mokihana and Mamane.

**ACCESS TO MANELE AND MANONO**
If you are on the main campus and need to go to Manele and Manono Buildings the route to take is to go between Kalia and Lama (Library).

**ACCESS TO OLAPA**
If you are on the main campus and need to go to Olapa, follow the path around the Great Lawn, past Olona and cross the street to access the ramp and path down to Olapa.

**Getting Around Campus**
Our campus is beautiful, but also hilly and the “walkways” follow the topography of the land. We encourage you to make “trial runs” to destinations on campus. If you use a mobility vehicle, an electric powered vehicle is recommended.